Soft Target Series Box Set
Right here, we have countless ebook Soft Target Series Box Set
and collections to check out. We additionally present variant
types and plus type of the books to browse. The enjoyable book,
fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as skillfully as various
extra sorts of books are readily friendly here.
As this Soft Target Series Box Set , it ends taking place physical
one of the favored ebook Soft Target Series Box Set collections
that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to see
the incredible book to have.

Soft Target - Major Crimes
Unit Book 1 - Iain Rob Wright
2014-07-17
When an elderly suicide
bomber strikes a quiet English
village, a once proud nation is
brought to its knees. Yet this
first attack is just the start of
something far greater and
much much worse. The days to
follow will determine if the
United Kingdom has a future,
or if it will be reduced to
anarchy and ashes. Only one
person has a chance to halt the
impending terror attacks:
damaged ex-solider, Captain
Sarah Stone. Sarah despises
soft-target-series-box-set

her own country for what it did
to her, and that's what makes it
so hard when she is forced to
save it, but when an old enemy
takes credit for the attacks, her
thirst for vengeance forces her
to take action. SOFT TARGET
is the first in a series of books
featuring acerbic heroine
Captain Sarah Stone and the
Major Crimes Unit. It is a nonstop action thriller in the same
style of Jack Reacher, Tom
Clancy, and 24.
The Target - David Baldacci
2015-02-24
The President knows it's a
perilous, high-risk assignment.
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If he gives the order, he has
the opportunity to take down a
global menace, once and for
all. If the mission fails, he
would face certain
impeachment, and the threats
against the nation would
multiply. So the president turns
to the one team that can pull
off the impossible: Will Robie
and his partner, Jessica Reel.
Together, Robie and Reel's
talents as assassins are
unmatched. But there are some
in power who don't trust the
pair. They doubt their
willingness to follow orders.
And they will do anything to
see that the two assassins
succeed, but that they do not
survive. As they prepare for
their mission, Reel faces a
personal crisis that could well
lead old enemies right to her
doorstep, resurrecting the
ghosts of her earlier life and
bringing stark danger to all
those close to her. And all the
while, Robie and Reel are
stalked by a new adversary: an
unknown and unlikely assassin,
a woman who has trained her
entire life to kill, and who has
her own list of targets--a list
soft-target-series-box-set

that includes Will Robie and
Jessica Reel.
Soft Target - Zuhair Kashmeri
2005-09-06
A provocative look at one of
Canada's biggest tragedies On
March 16, 2005, almost twenty
years after one of the biggest
mass murders in Canadian
Aviation history, the Air-India
Case concluded with a verdict
that authors Zuhair Kashmeri
and Brian McAndrew predicted
sixteen years ago when Soft
Target was first published: not
guilty. In this second edition,
the two offer a detailed
foreword that brings readers
up-to-date with some startling
new information surrounding
the twin bombings on June 23,
1985 in the air over the
Atlantic, and on the ground in
Japan, which left 331 people
dead. They offer key details
from the trial of Ripudaman
Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh
Bagri that took place in a
specially-built Vancouver
courtroom, leads that were not
followed up, and more details
of India's intelligence service's
clandestine interference in
Canada. They explain how their
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own prediction that justice
would not be found because of
a botched investigation came
true, and that only a public
inquiry will offer closure to the
families of the victims.
Soft Target - Mia Kay
2015-11-16
Wounded FBI agent Gray
Harper will honor his dead
partner by returning to
work—as soon as the Bureau
shrink clears him for duty. In
the meantime, a long vacation
in his best friend's hometown
sounds like the perfect
distraction. But Nate Mathis
has another plan. His twin
sister, Maggie, has a stalker,
and Gray's the only one Nate
trusts to catch the bastard.
Admitting she's scared would
bring the cavalry, and Maggie
Mathis has always taken care
of herself. She certainly doesn't
need a bodyguard. As far as
she knows, Gray's in town to
work as the Mathis family's
new business manager. That
she's always found her
brother's friend handsome is
something she'll keep to
herself. Gray's real job would
be a lot easier if he didn't have
soft-target-series-box-set

to keep his intentions from
Maggie. It would also be easier
if he didn't want to sleep with
her. He certainly shouldn't
have kissed her good-night.
There never should have been
a second date. All too soon, the
line between responsibility and
pleasure blurs. Gray hates to
think of Maggie in danger. He
hates that he thinks about
Maggie too much, and of the
day he won't be there to
protect her. Secrets aren't easy
to keep from those you love,
but Gray needs to guard
several with his life…before he
risks losing Maggie forever.
Soft Targets - John Gilstrap
2013-10-01
An exclusive eBook prequel
novella to the New York Times
bestselling author’s awardwinning thriller series. FBI
Special Agent Irene Rivers is
horrified to learn that because
of mistakes made by agents
under her command, a
murderer and child molester
will walk free. But now her
worst nightmare has come
true: the monster has abducted
Irene’s own daughters. With
nowhere else to turn, she
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reaches out to an elite Special
Forces operator named
Jonathan Grave. While Rivers
has always observed the letter
of the law, Grave cares more
about results than procedures.
Together, they will face a new
breed of evil—and pursue a
new kind of justice.
Super Agent Romantic
Suspense Series Collection
Books 1-3 - Misty Evans
2022-06-22
**The first three complete
novels in the Super Agent
Romantic Suspense Series! The
spies of the Super Agent Series
will take you undercover…and
make you risk it all. Meet the
men and women from the CIA
that make up the Conrad
Flynn’s Secret Army! Under
the supervision of Flynn, the
elite agents of the CIA
counterterrorism group risk
their lives every day against
terrorists and other criminals.
They fall in love and, no matter
the personal cost, will fight to
protect the ones they love and
their country, and gain their
happily-ever-afters. This
special boxed collection
includes three full-length, fast
soft-target-series-box-set

paced, action-packed romantic
suspense novels filled with
alpha males, strong heroines,
and sizzling romance. This
collection will keep you reading
late into the night, enthralled
from beginning to end! ★ ★ ★ ★
★ “Wonderful!!! Awesome!!!
Loved it!!!” ~ Pamela,
Goodreads reviewer ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
“Love, love, love this series.” ~
So Many Reads About the
Series: The super agent novels
are thrilling romantic suspense
stories with guaranteed
happily-ever-afters. Go
undercover with the alpha
heroes and kickass heroines of
the Flynn’s secret army today!
**The first three books in the
bestselling Super Agent
Romantic Suspense Series!
**Contains OPERATION
SHEBA, winner of the New
England Reader’s Choice
Award, OPERATION PARIS,
and OPERATION PROOF OF
LIFE, winner of the Ancient
City Romance Writers
Excellence Award for Best
Romantic Suspense! Operation
Sheba: Going under the
deepest cover possible, former
SEAL and current CIA
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operative, Conrad Flynn, faked
his own death to save his lover
and partner, Julia Torrison. She
believes he’s dead, but now he
must tear her new life apart
and ask for her help in hunting
down a traitor inside the CIA’s
walls. Operation Paris: With
unflinching determination and
steadfast courage, Lt.
Commander Lawson Vaughn
must break all the rules to save
his partner, CIA operative,
Zara Morgan. Even if it means
becoming the one thing he
can’t stand…a renegade.
Operation Proof of Life: CIA
Deputy Director Michael Stone
has no choice but to accept an
offer from Homeland Security
consultant Dr. Brigit Kent to
hunt down a terrorist. The
doctor is beautiful, brilliant,
and cunning, but is she friend
or foe? The answer could break
his personal code of
honor—and his heart. Books in
the Super Agent Series:
Operation Sheba – Con and
Julia Operation Paris – Lawson
and Zara Operation Proof of
Life – Michael and Brigit
Operation Lost Princess – Ryan
and Anya Operation Ambush –
soft-target-series-box-set

John and Lucie Operation
Sleeping With the Enemy –
Josh and Naomi Books in the
SEALs of Shadow Force Series:
Fatal Truth – Trace and
Savanna Fatal Honor – Miles
and Charlotte Fatal Courage –
Jax and Ruby Fatal Love – Cal
and Beatrice; Connor and
Sabrina Fatal Vision – Colton
and Shelby; Connor and
Sabrina Fatal Thrill – Jon and
Jaya Risk – Noah and Jena
Books in SEALs of Shadow
Force, Spy Division: Man Hunt
– Ryker and Mia Man Killer –
Mick and Cassandra Man Down
– Aidan and Bree Books in the
SCVC Taskforce series: Deadly
Pursuit – Cooper and Celina
Deadly Deception – Thomas
and Ronni Deadly Force – Cal
and Bianca (aka Beatrice in
SEALs of Shadow Force)
Deadly Intent – Nelson and
Sophia Deadly Affair – Cooper
and Celina novella Deadly
Attraction – Mitch and Emma
Deadly Secrets – Roman and
Brooke Deadly Holiday –
Cooper and Celina novella
Deadly Target – Victor and
Olivia Deadly Rescue – Cooper
and Celina novella Deadly
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Bounty – Joe and Samantha
Soft Target Protection Ladislav Hofreiter 2020-03-03
This proceedings volume
includes articles presented
during the Advanced Research
Workshop on Soft Target
Protection. The book presents
important topics related to the
protection of vulnerable objects
and spaces, called Soft Targets.
The chapters published in this
book are thematically assigned
to the blocks as follows:
Theoretical aspect of soft
target protection; Blast
resistance of soft targets;
Counter terrorism; Technical
and technological solutions for
soft target protection; Scheme
and organizational measures;
Blast protection and Forces for
soft target protection. In this
book, the reader will find a
wealth of information about the
theoretical background for
designing protection of soft
targets, as well as the specifics
of protecting objects in armed
conflict areas. New methods
and procedures applicable to
the soft target protection are
described.
Scott Pilgrim Color Collection
soft-target-series-box-set

Box Set - Bryan Lee O'Malley
2019-07-23
The New York Times
bestselling series, and basis for
the movie Scott Pilgrim vs. The
World, is now available in a
new full-color softcover format!
This Color Collection Box Set
collects all six volumes of the
award-winning series in three
massive books that might
wreak havoc on your bookshelf.
But the memories will be worth
it! Laugh as slacker Scott
Pilgrim tries and sometimes
fails to get his life together and
win the heart of the literal girl
of his dreams, Ramona
Flowers! Cry when things look
bleak for our heroes! Make a
confused face at the countless
Canadian references! (Unless
you live in Canada already.)
The perfect gift for a
Scottoholic—or for anyone
discovering the bestselling
series for the first time.
The 18th Brigade - Conrad
Jones 2008
Soft Target Protection Ladislav Hofreiter 2020-03-03
This proceedings volume
includes articles presented
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during the Advanced Research
Workshop on Soft Target
Protection. The book presents
important topics related to the
protection of vulnerable objects
and spaces, called Soft Targets.
The chapters published in this
book are thematically assigned
to the blocks as follows:
Theoretical aspect of soft
target protection; Blast
resistance of soft targets;
Counter terrorism; Technical
and technological solutions for
soft target protection; Scheme
and organizational measures;
Blast protection and Forces for
soft target protection. In this
book, the reader will find a
wealth of information about the
theoretical background for
designing protection of soft
targets, as well as the specifics
of protecting objects in armed
conflict areas. New methods
and procedures applicable to
the soft target protection are
described.
Soft Target - Stephen Hunter
2012-09-25
A follow-up to "Dead Zero"
finds retired marine sergeant
Ray Cruz confronting a band of
terrorists who have taken over
soft-target-series-box-set

the Mall of America, where
they begin to systematically
execute more than one
thousand hostages.
The 47th Samurai - Stephen
Hunter 2007
Reclaiming a lost military
sword for a Japanese war
veteran, Bob Lee Swagger is
forced to postpone his
retirement when a selfproclaimed samurai brutally
murders the veteran's family, a
crime Swagger vows to avenge.
By the author of Havana.
150,000 first printing.
Build an Author Brand,
Develop Your Amazon
Profile and Participate on
Kindle Boards in a Day Darin Jewell 2013
Growing your brand in order to
reach a range of audiences and
convert readers into fans is
important to both a book’s and
an author’s success. The
Amazon Author Page provides
a useful place for this, and will
help readers discover your
book. Similarly, Kindle Boards
is an invaluable discussion
forum and information centre
for authors publishing ebooks
for Kindle, Nook and more. In
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this ebook, we explain how you
can use Author Central to
personalize, modify and update
the contents of your Author
Page, and we provide useful
tips on what to say, how to
handle yourself on the forums
and how to drive readers from
your postings on Kindle Boards
right into the pages of your
book.
100 Ways To Publish and
Sell Your Own Ebook Conrad Jones 2013-05-02
If you've published an e-book,
or are planning to do so, you'll
need this essential guide. It
provides expert advice on
every step of the process, from
production through to allimportant promotion. To
ensure your e-book reaches its
intended audience, at the very
least you have to: - design and
format the cover a certain way
- know your options in terms of
publishing platforms and
choose the right one for your
book - price and promote it
appropriately - know which
social networking,
bookmarking and cataloguing
sites are best suited to
showcase it. This book will give
soft-target-series-box-set

your e-book its best chance of
becoming a best seller.
The Complete Harvesters
Series Collection - Luke
Mitchell 2020-09-22
He just wanted his exosuit
back. She was out to save her
brother. What they got were
bloodthirsty aliens. And maybe
the end of the world. Prepare
for 1,700+ pages of rip-roaring
sci-fi shenanigans... "Extremely
entertaining!" "This author
KNOWS HOW TO WRITE AN
ADVENTURE STORY!!"
"Suspenseful, funny, and
compelling." "Sci-fi, dystopia,
vampires, Star Wars
references, and style. It has it
all." In a world devastated by
alien invasion, Jarek and
Rachel were never paragons of
heroism. They survived, same
as anyone else. They protected
what was dear—Jarek with his
exosuit and beloved AI
companion, Rachel with her
brother. They kept things
simple... until the raknoth
came and took it all away.
Now, Jarek and Rachel will
stop at nothing to protect
what's theirs, even if it means
swallowing their pride and
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working together to survive.
Because it turns out the
raknoth are only the beginning
of the bad news for Mother
Earth... What do a smartmouthed sword-slinger and a
surly arcanist have in common?
Neither of them signed up for
this crap. But together, they
might just be strong enough to
finish it. Assuming they don't
kill each other first... Are you
ready to suit up and save the
world? Grab the COMPLETE 8Story Collection today, and
prepare for a high-octane sci-fi
romp you won't forget!
Included in this set: - Soldier of
Charity (Jarek's prequel) Cursed Blood (Rachel's
prequel; exclusive to this
collection) - Red Gambit
(Harvesters Book 1) - Hell to
Pay (Harvesters Book 2) Reaping Day (Harvesters Book
3) - Retribution (Harvesters
Book 4) - Plus 2 more exclusive
new Harvesters short stories:
Scorched Earth, and Jarek
Slater and the Ballad of the
Broken Glass Kids
The Child Taker - Conrad Jones
2009

soft-target-series-box-set

Point of Impact - Stephen
Hunter 1993-11-01
“A harsh, visceral, novel of
conspiracy and betrayal . . . a
distrubing mix that plays on
our sense of history while at
the same time it appeals to our
darkest fantasies of rough
justice.”—Chicago Tribune The
inspiration for the USA
Network series Shooter He was
one the best Marine snipers in
Vietnam. Today, twenty years
later, disgruntled hero of an
unheroic war, all Bob Lee
Swagger wants to be left alone
and to leave the killing behind.
But with consummate
psychological skill, a shadowy
military organization seduces
Bob into leaving his beloved
Arkansas hills for one last
mission for his country,
unaware until too late that the
game is rigged. The
assassination plot is executed
to perfection—until Bob Lee
Swagger, alleged lone gunman,
comes out of the operation
alive, the target of a
nationwide manhunt, his only
allies a woman he just met and
a discredited FBI agent. Now
Bob Lee Swagger is on the run,
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using his lethal skills once
more—but this time to track
down the men who set him up
and to break a dark conspiracy
aimed at the very heart of
America.
Soft Target - Conrad Jones
2008-01-01
SOFT TARGET is a chilling
fictional story that takes the
reader inside the hearts and
minds of a violent terrorist cell.
Based around the Terrorist
Task Force the story is a
rollercoaster ride of
frighteningly real events across
America and the UK. The story
is the first of three that follow
the lead agent John Tankersley,
AKA, Tank. The plot has been
described as worryingly good.
Controversy and violence are
never far away when Tank and
the Task Force are around.
Soft Target - Stephen Hunter
2011-12-06
A follow-up to Dead Zero finds
retired marine sergeant Ray
Cruz confronting a band of
terrorists who have taken over
the Mall of America, where
they begin to systematically
execute more than 1,000
hostages. By the Pulitzer Prizesoft-target-series-box-set

winning author of American
Gunfight.
The Bad Guys Box Set: - Aaron
Blabey 2017
The Spider Shepherd
Collection 2-4 - Stephen
Leather 2013-02-14
Three page-turning action
thrillers from the bestselling
Spider Shepherd series: SOFT
TARGET, COLD KILL and HOT
BLOOD. Soft Target When a
group of armed police in an
elite unit turn maverick and
start to rip off drug dealers at
gunpoint, undercover cop Dan
'Spider' Shepherd is ordered to
infiltrate the tight-knit team.
Facing men with guns is
nothing new for the former
SAS trooper, but it's the first
time he's had to investigate his
own. As Shepherd finds himself
in the firing line, he has to
decide exactly where his
loyalties lie. Cold Kill Peoplesmuggling, counterfeit
currency and attempted
murder. It's all in a day's work
for undercover cop Dan
'Spider' Shepherd. But what
starts as a run-of-the mill
investigation quickly turns into
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a matter of life and death when
he uncovers a terrorist cell on
a mission of death and
destruction. With the clock
ticking and the explosives
primed, Shepherd and his
colleagues realise that to avoid
catastrophe, they have to be
even more merciless than the
terrorists. Hot Blood Now
working for the Serious
Organised Crime Agency,
undercover cop Dan 'Spider'
Shepherd is used to putting his
life on the line. But when the
man who once saved his life is
kidnapped in the badlands of
Iraq, thrown into a basement
and threatened with execution,
Shepherd has to decide
whether his loyalties lie with
his country, his career, or his
friend.
Jack Carr Boxed Set - Jack Carr
2022-03-08
A white-knuckled boxed set
featuring the first three
“absolutely awesome” (Brad
Thor, #1 New York Times
bestselling author) thrillers in
the instant #1 New York Times
bestselling Terminal List
series, coming to Amazon
Prime. In The Terminal List,
soft-target-series-box-set

we’re introduced to James
Reece, a Navy SEAL with
nothing left to lose when he
discovers that the very
government he has spent his
career working for was behind
the deaths of his teammates in
Afghanistan. He embarks on an
“intense” (Chuck Norris)
journey for vengeance that will
have you glued to your seat
until the final page. Now a
wanted terrorist in True
Believer, Reece is the only one
who can help the United States
government track down and
take out a dangerous Iraqi
commando. But Reece may
have bit off more than he can
chew when he uncovers a
global conspiracy of deadly
proportions. Finally, in this
“badass, high velocity round of
reading” (Marc Cameron, New
York Times bestselling author),
Savage Son follows Reece as
he recovers in the Montana
wilderness, unaware that the
Russian mafia has him in their
crosshairs. “Explosive and
riveting” (Kevin Maurer,
coauthor of No Easy Day), this
boxed set is a must-have for
any fan of Brad Thor and Vince
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Flynn.
Lisa Lutz Spellman Series EBook Box Set - Lisa Lutz
2011-06-14
Catch up with the first four
books in the New York Times
bestselling series by Lisa Lutz,
featuring the fearless private
investigator Izzy Spellman and
her quirky, yet endearing,
family of sleuths. This e-book
box set features the first four
books in Lisa Lutz’s bestselling
Spellman series, including: ·
The Spellman Files: Meet the
Spellmans: a family of sleuths
for whom eavesdropping is a
mandatory skill, locks are
meant to be picked, past
missteps are never forgotten,
and blackmail is the preferred
form of communication. The
gunshot that set off the race of
irresistible and hilarious novels
in the Spellman series—The
wisecracking Spellmans truly
put the "fun" in dysfunctional. ·
Curse of the Spellmans: The
knockout sequel to The
Spellman Files features the
same lovable family chaos—and
even more bizarre twists and
turns—as Izzy undertakes some
recreational surveillance of her
soft-target-series-box-set

own. Nominated for the Edgar
Award for Best Novel of 2008. ·
Revenge of the Spellmans:
Third in the critically
acclaimed series, Revenge of
the Spellmans gives us another
dose of smart-ass antics and a
gut-busting glimpse into the
Spellman world. This time, Izzy
is not only on the case, but also
on the couch—in court-ordered
therapy. While Izzy decides
whether she wants to stay in
the family business, she tends
bar and takes on the case of
Ernie Black's not very
suspicious wife. · The
Spellmans Strike Again: The
fourth Spellman novel is
packed with the most family
drama yet. Izzy finally agrees
to take over the family
business, and the transition is
not a smooth one. This book
proves beyond a reasonable
doubt that no matter how much
Isabel shrinks her head, she
will never be able to follow
Rule #1: Act Normal.
Killmore Series Box Set Martha Sweeney 2018-11-17
Nightmares eventually become
reality and Leia is thrust face
to face with Devil. She never
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planned for her life to end up
with an abusive husband, a
corrupt boyfriend, and being
used by everyone including the
Feds. Lies are told to protect
people. Leia becomes Laurie
while in witness protection. In
time, some people die, truths
are revealed, and Laurie is
forced to chose--to either fight
or give up completely and let
the Devil have her soul. Will
she be able to outwit the Devil
or will she die trying? An
action-packed, espionage
romantic suspense thriller
series (2 books) that will keep
you on the edge of your seat!
The Raven Witch Saga Box
Set - SG Turner 2019-10-06
RAVEN WITCH SAGA BOX SET
RAVEN “I want to start by
saying how epic this book was!
I'm a teenager (I'm using my
mum’s account) and I felt this
is (almost, it's definitely in the
top 3) the best book I've read"
"Refreshingly different from
the usual YA novels" "There are
so many feelings you want to
get back to. With books I want
that Twilight feeling back, that
Harry Potter feeling-and
RAVEN gives it! I'm so happy I
soft-target-series-box-set

get to look forward to a series
that I love again" "I was
gripped from start to finish.
This book is a must for any
Twilight fans out there. Raven
has everything you expect from
a fantasy novel and more"
"...the perfect book for the
young (younger) adult reader
who enjoys the supernatural.
It's easy to read, no sex or
horrible violence, so it's very
suitable for even younger
readers" Shape shifters,
witches, vampires, werewolves,
werecats, ghosts…. these are
just some of the creatures
you’ll find hiding in plain sight
in a small Canadian town in
British Columbia. A town that
is about to welcome a girl from
England. A girl whose parents
have mysteriously vanished. A
girl whose life is about to
change beyond all
imagination… After the
inexplicable disappearance of
Lilly Taylor's parents, she has
no choice but to move to
Canada where she unravels
some frightening yet intriguing
family secrets... Her whole life
had been based on a lie. Lilly
had grown up in a loveless
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home with a father who she
had barely ever seen and a
mother who was... well, not
very motherly. After they
mysteriously disappear without
a trace, Lilly is sent to Canada
where she finds a whole new
way of life. A life filled with
love and people who care for
her. But that's not all she
discovers, Lilly also finds out
that she isn't who, or what, she
thinks she is. Lilly has a very
special ability and it's just a
matter of time before her true
self starts to shine. And when it
does, her life will never be the
same again. DECEMBER
MOON What would you do if
you found out you’re actually a
descendant from a family of
witches? And your best friend,
who now lives on another
continent, is in extreme danger
from one of the world’s most
evil vampires? Would you do
everything in your power to
keep her safe? This is the very
question December Moon must
answer. But first, she must
delve into her family history
and find out the truth about
who she really is, and where
she comes from. Questions her
soft-target-series-box-set

quirky, yet dead, grandmother
might be able to answer… THE
LOST SOUL When December
Moon starts hearing strange
voices in her head, it becomes
clear that someone is in
danger. But who - and where is he? Best friends December
and Lilly have got their work
cut out for them. Not only are
they desperately trying to
figure out the identity of the
Lost Soul, and track him down,
they've also got to investigate
why Powell River's newest redhot resident has got all of their
men falling at her feet. But
when they learn that the
Nephilim might be involved, it
becomes clear that they're ALL
in extreme danger... A great
series for lovers of Maggie
Stiefvater, Stephenie Meyer, JK
Rowling & Jules Verne.
The Spider Shepherd
Collection 2-4 - Stephen
Leather 2013-02-14
Three page-turning action
thrillers from the bestselling
Spider Shepherd series: SOFT
TARGET, COLD KILL and HOT
BLOOD. Soft Target When a
group of armed police in an
elite unit turn maverick and
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start to rip off drug dealers at
gunpoint, undercover cop Dan
'Spider' Shepherd is ordered to
infiltrate the tight-knit team.
Facing men with guns is
nothing new for the former
SAS trooper, but it's the first
time he's had to investigate his
own. As Shepherd finds himself
in the firing line, he has to
decide exactly where his
loyalties lie. Cold Kill Peoplesmuggling, counterfeit
currency and attempted
murder. It's all in a day's work
for undercover cop Dan
'Spider' Shepherd. But what
starts as a run-of-the mill
investigation quickly turns into
a matter of life and death when
he uncovers a terrorist cell on
a mission of death and
destruction. With the clock
ticking and the explosives
primed, Shepherd and his
colleagues realise that to avoid
catastrophe, they have to be
even more merciless than the
terrorists. Hot Blood Now
working for the Serious
Organised Crime Agency,
undercover cop Dan 'Spider'
Shepherd is used to putting his
life on the line. But when the
soft-target-series-box-set

man who once saved his life is
kidnapped in the badlands of
Iraq, thrown into a basement
and threatened with execution,
Shepherd has to decide
whether his loyalties lie with
his country, his career, or his
friend.
Hot Springs - Stephen Hunter
2000
In the summer of 1946, the
most wide-open town in
America is Hot Springs,
Arkansas, a city of ancient,
legendary corruption. While
the pilgrims take the cure in
the mineral-rich 142-degree
water that bubbles from the
earth, the brothels and casinos
are the true source of the
town's prosperity. It is run by
an English-born gangster
named Owney Maddox, who
represents the New York
syndicate and rules his empire
like a Saxon lord while sporting
an ascot and jodhpurs. But it is
all about to be challenged. A
newly elected county
prosecutor wants to take on
the big boys and save the city's
soul (he also wouldn't mind
being the next governor). He
begins a war on the gambling
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interests and, knowing the war
will be long and bloody, hires
an ex-Marine sergeant, Earl
Swagger, who won the Medal
of Honor on Iwo Jima, to run it.
Swagger knows how to fight
with guns as well as any man in
the world. But he is haunted:
the savage fighting he just
barely survived and the men he
left behind in the Pacific still
shadow his mind, leaving a
terrible melancholy. There are
even darker memories: a
murdered father who beat him
mercilessly and drove a
younger brother to suicide.
And he's torn by his own
impending fatherhood, as his
wife, Junie, nears term. It isn't
that Earl Swagger is afraid of
dying; more scary still, it's
possible that he yearns for it.
The gangsters fight back,
setting up a campaign of
ambush and counterambush in
the brothels, casinos and alleys
of the City of the Vapors. Raids
erupt into full-out combat amid
screaming prostitutes and
fleeing johns. The body count
mounts. Meanwhile, the
politics behind the war are
shifting: Will the prosecuting
soft-target-series-box-set

attorney stick with his raiders
or sell them out to curry favor
with the state's political
machine? Will Owney Maddox
defeat the raiders but lose a
personal battle against a
cunning rival from the West
who foresees a Hot Springs in
the Nevada desert as the future
franchise city of organized
crime? But most important, will
Earl Swagger survive yet
another hard war, not merely
with his body but also with his
soul intact? Packed with pageturning action, sex, sin and
crime, Stephen Hunter's Hot
Springs is at once a relentlessly
violent and deeply touching
story.
Set Up a Website and Blog for
Your Book in a Day - Conrad
Jones 2013-07
A website and blog can build
your author brand and
showcase your book. In this
book, we explain how to choose
a suitable domain name and
what rich content and key
words you should include. Your
website should be inviting and
easy to navigate, and it should
be as professional as your
writing in order to attract
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visitors. We explain the number
of ways you can track your
visitors and sell your book to
them. We also guide you on
how to create your own
successful blog (web log) and
set up a book blogging tour,
and, for the more
technologically minded, we
explain more about the use of
video blogging and podcasting
as a book-promotion tool.
Soft Target Hardening Jennifer Hesterman 2018-12-07
The US government spends
billions of dollars to secure
strategic and tactical assets at
home and abroad against
enemy attack. However, as
"hard targets" such as military
installations and government
buildings are further
strengthened, vulnerable soft
targets are increasingly in the
crosshairs of terrorists and
violent criminals. Attacks on
crowded spaces such as
churches, schools, malls,
transportation hubs, and
recreational venues result in
more casualties and have a
powerful effect on the psyche
of the populace. Soft Target
Hardening: Protecting People
soft-target-series-box-set

from Attack, Second Edition,
continues the national dialogue
started by the first edition by
providing case studies, best
practices, and methodologies
for identifying soft target
vulnerabilities and reducing
risk in the United States and
beyond. Soft target attacks
steadily climbed in number and
scale of violence since the first
edition of this book. New
tactics emerged, as terrorists
continually hit the "reset
button" with each attack. In
this volatile, ever-changing
security environment, plans to
protect people and property
must be fluid and adaptable.
Along with new hardening
tactics, such as the use of
tactical deception to disguise,
conceal, and divert, the author
has updated the text with new
case studies to reflect and
respond to the fast-moving
transformation in methods
from more complex and
organized forms of terror to
simpler, yet still-devastating
approaches. This book is a
must-read for those who
secure, own, and operate soft
target facilities, and for
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citizens who want to protect
themselves and their families
from attack. Soft Target
Hardening, Second Edition,
was named the ASIS
International Security Industry
Book of the Year in 2019.
Soft Target - Stephen Leather
2008-09-18
The second book in the
bestselling Dan 'Spider'
Shepherd series. There's only
one thing more dangerous than
a corrupt cop . . . and that's a
corrupt cop with a gun. When a
group of armed police in an
elite unit turn maverick and
start to rip off drug dealers at
gunpoint, undercover cop Dan
'Spider' Shepherd is given his
most dangerous mission so far.
Shepherd is ordered to
infiltrate the tight-knit team, to
gain their confidence and to
ultimately betray them. Facing
men with guns is nothing new
for the former SAS trooper, but
it's the first time he's had to
investigate his own. And the
job couldn't have come at a
worse time for him. As
Shepherd finds himself in the
firing line, he has to decide
exactly where his loyalties lie.
soft-target-series-box-set

Opus X Series Boxed Set Two Michael Anderle 2021-08-30
There is a reason Earth
believes they are the pinnacle
of advanced society. This
digital box set contains
Enlightened Ignorance, Cabal
of Lies, and Maelstrom of
Treason, books four - six in the
Opus X series from Michael
Anderle. The past is fraught
with lies that could topple
everything, sending humanity
into a tail-spin. Is it possible to
uncover the truth Jia and Erik
are searching for, without
tearing apart the gossamer of
ignorance and destroy the
underpinnings of government?
Both want the truth – but is
revealing the truth good for
those around them? Buy now
and start reading the second
Opus X boxed set today!
Bob Lee Swagger - Stephen
Hunter 2022-05-10
The Pulitzer Prize–winning,
New York Times–bestselling
author describes how he
created his popular veteran
sniper. Retired Marine
Gunnery Sgt. Bob Lee Swagger
debuted in Stephen Hunter’s
military action thriller Point of
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Impact in 1993. The book was
the first of many adventures for
the fictional sniper and
inspired a hit-movie, as well as
a television series. But what
led to the invention of such a
character? In this quick read,
Hunter shares how “the Nailer”
came to his kitchen table and
subsequently sprang to life.
Hunter discusses the real-life
hero who served as his
inspiration for Swagger, the
development of his first
villains, and the influence the
television show Dragnet had on
his writing. He also details how
research helped shaped
Swagger’s world, and explains
what keeps him writing
adventure after adventure.
Praise for the Bob Lee Swagger
Novels “Nobody writes action
better than Stephen Hunter
and Black Light is one of his
best. . . . [The] action scenes
play like a movie, the plot is
intriguing and the writing is
top-notch.” —Phillip Margolin,
author of The Burning Man
“Stephen Hunter is in a class
by himself. Time to Hunt is as
vivid and haunting as a moving
target in the crosshairs of a
soft-target-series-box-set

sniper scope.” —Nelson
Demille, author of Mayday
“The best straight-up thriller
writer at work today.” —Rocky
Mountain News “Thrilling in
the manner of ancient
storytellers, with battles fierce
enough for a war and
characters crazy enough to
fight them to the death.”
—New York Times Book
Review “A thinking man’s
Rambo.” —Publishers Weekly
Soft Targets and Crisis
Management - Michael J.
Fagel 2016-09-19
Uniting the best of Michael
Fagel and Jennifer Hesterman's
books in the fields of homeland
security and emergency
management, the editors of
this volume present the
prevailing issues affecting the
homeland security community
today. Many natural and manmade threats can impact our
communities—but these wellknown and highly respected
authors create order from fear,
guiding the reader through risk
assessment, mitigation
strategies, community EOC
planning, and hardening
measures based upon real-life
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examples, case studies, and
current research in the
practice. As terrorist attacks
and natural disasters continue
to rock the world, Soft Targets
and Crisis Management
emphasizes the vulnerability of
soft targets like schools,
churches, and hospitals, and
presents the methodology
necessary to respond and
recover in the event of a crisis
in those arenas. Features:
Based on ASIS award-winning
texts Provides a multi-faceted
look at crisis management
principles Offers communityspecific examples for diverse
locales and threat centers
Includes up-to-date case
studies on soft target attacks
from around the world A mustread for security, emergency
management, and criminal
justice professionals, Soft
Targets and Crisis
Management: What Emergency
Planners and Security
Professionals Need to Know is
a crucial text for practitioners
seeking to make the world a
safer place for others.
Soft Target - Stephen Leather
2008-09-18
soft-target-series-box-set

The second book in the
bestselling Dan 'Spider'
Shepherd series. There's only
one thing more dangerous than
a corrupt cop . . . and that's a
corrupt cop with a gun. When a
group of armed police in an
elite unit turn maverick and
start to rip off drug dealers at
gunpoint, undercover cop Dan
'Spider' Shepherd is given his
most dangerous mission so far.
Shepherd is ordered to
infiltrate the tight-knit team, to
gain their confidence and to
ultimately betray them. Facing
men with guns is nothing new
for the former SAS trooper, but
it's the first time he's had to
investigate his own. And the
job couldn't have come at a
worse time for him. As
Shepherd finds himself in the
firing line, he has to decide
exactly where his loyalties lie.
A Child for the Devil - Conrad
Jones 2013
A tale you must read to
believe! When Conrad Jones
investigates the link between
the Order of Nine Angels – a
Satanic cult – and dozens of
unsolved murders and missing
children, he uncovers a
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terrifying truth, and the Order
is desperate to silence him.
Escaping an assassination
attempt and arrest for a
murder he didn't commit, Jones
is forced to go on the run.
Fleeing from both the cult and
the police with the only friend
he has left – Evie, his
Staffordshire Bull Terrier – the
pair leave behind a trail of
dead occultists in their wake as
they fight for survival. Hunted
by both sides and backed into a
corner, Jones has no choice but
to become the hunter…
The Master Sniper - Stephen
Hunter 1996-06-02
In the death throes of World
War II, one man is still at war,
and he’s got got the world’s
deadliest weapon in his hands .
. . With a sniper’s rifle he has
calmly executed hundreds of
enemy soldiers in a single
battle, and gunned down
thousands of innocent civilians
in a single day, waiting
patiently for the barrel of his
gun to cool before resuming his
craft . . . It is the spring of
1945. And Repp, the master
sniper, is about to carry out his
final mission—even as
soft-target-series-box-set

Germay’s enemies overrun it,
even while a tired,
disorganized team of American
and British agents tries
everything in its power to stop
him. Because for Repp, this is
the one job at which he cannot
fail. For this time, he possesses
the ultimate killing tool. And
with it, he will commit the
ultimate crime. . . . Praise for
The Master Sniper
“Mesmerizing
suspense.”—Kirkus Reviews
“Hunter is a deft craftsman
with a sure sense of pace and
scene. He also knows about
irony and sprinkles just a bit
over every corpse.”—The
Washington Post “Stephen
Hunter is the best writer of
straight-out thrillers working
today.”—Rocky Mountain News
Black Light - Stephen Hunter
1997-04-07
Only one thing stands between
a son and his father's killer:
forty years of lies. . . On a
remote Arizona ranch, a man
who has known loss, fear, and
war weeps for the first time
since he was a child. His tears
are for the father taken from
him four decades before in a
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deadly shoot-out. And his grief
will lead him back to the place
where he was born, where his
father died, and where a brutal
conspiracy is about to explode.
For Bob Lee Swagger, the
world changed on that hot day
in Blue Eye, Arkansas, when
two local boys rode armed and
wild in a '55 Fairlane
convertible. Swagger's father,
Earl, a state trooper, was
investigating the brutal murder
of a young woman that day. By
midnight Earl Swagger lay
dead in a deserted cornfield.
Now Bob Lee wants answers.
He wants to know the truth
behind the shoot -out that took
his father's life, a mystery
buried in forty years of lies.
Because for Bob Lee Swagger,
the killing didn't end that day
in Blue Eye, Arkansas. The
killing had just begun . . .
Weaving together characters
from his national bestsellers
Point of Impact and Dirty White
Boys, Stephen Hunter's
gripping thriller builds to an
exhilarating climax—and an
explosion of gunfire that blasts
open the secrets of two
generations. Praise for Black
soft-target-series-box-set

Light “Put on your seat
belt—Black Light is a wild ride
you won't forget.”—The
Chicago Tribune “Nobody
writes action better than
Stephen Hunter and Black
Light is one of his best. . . [The]
action scenes play like a movie,
the plot is intriguing and the
writing is top-notch.”—Phillip
Margolin “Only a handful of
writers today can match
Hunter for imagination and the
ability to make a reader's
adrenaline rush.”—New York
Daily News “Filled with detail,
clever plotting, suspense, and a
hunt to the death that leaves
the reader dry-mouthed with
tension. Hunter knows his
guns, and he writes about them
with a precision that holds the
attention of even a fervent antigun supporter.”—The Orlando
Sentinel “One of the most
skilled hands in the thriller
business. The plot is fastpaced, well-constructed and
builds to a pulse-pounding
night ambush. . . . It should
seal his reputation as an author
who not only can write
bestselling thrillers, but write
them exceedingly
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well.”—Publishers Weekly
Champions of Time (The
After Cilmeri Series Book
13) - Sarah Woodbury
2018-05-13
April 1294. With David
returned from Ireland and
Anna from Avalon, the time has
come to confront the traitors
who sought to assassinate
David and take his throne. But
before that can happen, David
is tested yet again by his
inability to account for
everything or everyone in his
life--and especially the magic
that surrounds him. Champions
of Time takes place
immediately following the
events of Outpost in Time and
Shades of Time, the previous
books in the After Cilmeri
series.
Soft Targets and Crisis
Management - Taylor &
Francis Group 2020-06-30
Uniting the best of Michael
Fagel and Jennifer Hesterman's
books in tho holds of homeland
security and emergency
management, the editors of
this volume present the
prevailing issues affecting the
homeland security community
soft-target-series-box-set

today. Many natural and manmade threats can affecting our
communities-bur these wellknown and highly respected
authors create order from tear,
guiding the reader through risk
assessment, mitigation
strategies, community EOC
planning, and hardening
measures based upon real-life
examples, case studies, and
current research in the
practice As terrorist attacks
and natural disasters continue
to rock the world. Soft Targets
and Crisis Management
emphasizes the vulnerability of
soft targets like schools,
churches, and hospitals, and
presents the methodology
necessary to respond and
recover in the event of a crisis
in those arenas. Features:
Based an ASIS award-winning
texts, Provides a multi-faceted
look at crisis management
principles, Offers communityspecific examples for diverse
locales and threat centers,
Includes up-to-date case
studies on soft target attacks
from around the world A mustread for security, emergency
management, and criminal
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justice professionals. Soft
Targets and Crisis
Management: What Emergency
Planners and Security
Professionals Need to Know is
a crucial text for practitioners
seeking to make the world a
safer place for others. Book
jacket.
Criminal Revenge - Conrad
Jones 2012-10

soft-target-series-box-set

A wave of violent attacks
strikes Liverpool, the events
seemingly unconnected but in
fact caused by a simmering
family feud, as political
intrigue mixes with the motives
of revenge and hatred to create
a complex case for Detective
Alec Ramsay in this intense
thriller.
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